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NASA’s Earthrise image hanging precariously in space became the clarion call for the 
environmental movement and helped to spark a narrative of the image of the blue 
planet not merely as an object but as a cultural icon. It prompted Stuart Brand, 
formerly bus driver for Ken Kasey’s Merry Pranksters, to utilise the image on the 
cover of his Whole Earth Catalogue. Brand believed the image to be a galvanising 
concept:
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…those riveting Earth photos reframed everything. For the first time humanity saw 
itself from outside. The visible features from space were living blue ocean, living 
green–brown continents, dazzling polar ice and a busy atmosphere, all set like a 
delicate jewel in vast immensities of hard–vacuum space. Humanity's habitat looked 
tiny, fragile and rare. Suddenly humans had a planet to tend to (Brand, 2007).

The Earthrise photograph is iconic; perhaps the original image. As a visual motif, as 
song lyric, as appropriation on a magazine cover, it is an instructive example of an 
image with inherent meaning and value and an enduring narrative construct which 
can be powerful enough to change the manner in which a society sees itself and in 
many ways the human perception of reality. 
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Yet nothing it would seem, not even the blue planet is immune to corporate 
vaporisation, the power of that first image has been reduced – literally – through its 
reproduction and reconstitution as a digital object of 21stC device culture.  
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From the humble gasp of cosmic awe only fifty years previously a range of 
applications and corporate narratives have exploited the image engendering an ironic 
reversal, stripping the image of its symbolic potency and rendering it as a mere 
design asset. Planet Earth as digital icon has devolved from ecological end-game to an 
ergonomic interface, a mere pathway between virtual worlds.

This is Paul Virilio’s “reductionism” in action. This inverted narrative of the Earth has 
reduced the primacy of the most ancient and solid articulation of the real into a 
virtual digital object, another node in the archive. This presents an elegant metaphor 
of a systemic lowering of the panoramic horizon, or as Virilio refers to it, the 
transition to an “introverted narrative” (Virilio, 2007).  
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We have certainly transitioned from a species that would look to the sky, the night 
sky and the heavens and wonder. The horizon line was elevated through a tactile 
mechanical penetration of the aero-space. At first this occurred indirectly through 
radio transmission and mediated fear. Sputnik of course was a surprise, space in the 
western sense was occupied, and possibly constituted a threat.
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Eventually, our experience of space – now tied to a ballistic missile weapons race -
was far more direct through ”live” global screen gatherings. The blue planet had been 
subjugated by a silver disc of rock delivered by a multiplicity of cathode-ray screens, 
blinking portals like pin holes in the night.
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And so, with a certain inevitability we looked away. The promise of the space dream
became the reality of the fall back to Earth. To look up was to fully comprehend the 
unfolding horror of our earthly form set adrift in atmospheres of burning oxygen. The 
horror of the gaze became a a cultural motif of the west and exaggerated and 
lingered upon by Hollywood.
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Again, to cite Virilio, technological invention begets the technological accident. 
Hollywood’s fear of virtuality of the 1990s became Baudrillard’s post-reality “real 
event” of the new millennia. A period I call, Millenniamodernity. Not for the light, but 
for the dark.
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During the 1990s as the web grew exponentially we were enamoured by these 
machines of access but elsewhere, we were forcibly panicked by the coming 
virtuality. Like the falling sky we were told to fear this new network ecology of the 
unseen.
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The borderless shapeshifting nature of its virtuality was animated in a rash of net-
exploitation cinema that began with Lawnmower Man in 1992 continuing to a stylistic 
apex with the Matrix in 1999. These films dealt with  the collision of virtuality and 
reality anthropormorphising the machine’s code and thereby exposing the invisible 
viral perils within, both real and imagined. While this faux-hysteria is emblematic of 
Hollywood’s hyper-anxiety for the future - at a time when Wired magazine was seling
a very different narrative - it also is a foundational link to the liquid electric.
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Through the emergence of network culture and more sophisticated interfaces with 
technology and information, we adopted a language that emphasised an organic 
symbolism for that which was contained within. It was alive this web, these viruses 
and bugs, the mouse that could touch the cloud. In the age of Big Data the language 
has become liquefied, media now streams and information flows, the data deluge is 
at first just a leak and then becomes a wave / a river / an ocean. 
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In a liquid ambient world information becomes a synthetic hybrid of steel and flesh 
and gorilla glass. Tangible physical surfaces of interconnectedness bridged only by the 
fluid dynamics of motion graphics and data modelling. Data Interpreters and media 
designers would become the new magicians of the visual metaphor conjuring a 
future that is clean, pure, sustainable, and within reach – well, almost. Almost 
because this future is a fiction, almost because the high-tech veneer is a promise that 
cannot actually be “experienced”, almost because the future is always invariably only 
ever just out of reach. Almost because in reality - reality is different.
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The possibility that our most machine intensive inventions – see: A.I., robotics, virtual 
environments - can conjure new realities and therefore design new futures has deep 
symbolic roots in the human imagination. Our first attempts to design and visualise 
concepts of artificial intelligence for instance – and by extension notions of virtuality 
and of machine vision – utilised the very computing technologies that would one day 
make such fantasies more seductive, and less cumbersome a proposition. 
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The first ever film to feature animated sequences derived solely from computer-
generated imagery was Disney’s Tron from 1982. (Lisberger, 1982) The film is a 
nostalgic template for the back-end of the wire mesh of contemporary 3D design and 
features an early prototype of the liquid electric aesthetic. 
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In a cinematic blueprint for what was to follow, the central characters who have been 
“digitised” and are now fugitives inside a computer program stumble upon a rippling 
stream of fresh water. In a peculiar, almost childish manner, they rush to the water’s 
edge and gleefully begin to scoop up the liquid, drinking from the shimmering water.  
While it’s possible to deconstruct this as a type of “in-game reward” i.e. water, the 
giver of life, conveniently appearing in the path of the game players, it offers perhaps 
a symbolic bridge between being human and being digital. This is one of the earliest 
cinematic manifestations of the liquid electric form, its properties giving life to the 
digital, giving human-like attributes to the errant computer code and like the social 
animals we have become, giving forth the waterhole to which the hive is inexplicably 
drawn.
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Tron presents both the importance of technology as fantasy but also technology as a 
sort of co-dependency sustained as it were on nature’s very own liquid mainframe. 
Like an exotic seductive force that is from nature but not of nature the visual 
iconography embedded in Tron presents a complex dichotomy. Cinema, as a form of 
expression, contains within its DNA a liquid electric logic of things that is at once dark 
and light. This idealised cinematic space pre-empts William Gibson’s cyberspace from 
Neuromancer (Gibson, 1984) by creating a stylised interpretation of a virtual network: 

“A graphic representation of data abstracted from the banks of every computer in the 
human system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged in the non-space of the 
mind, clusters and constellations of data. Like city lights, receding.” (Gibson, 1984)
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Tron, Gibson and Ridley Scott and Syd Mead’s Blade Runner (1982), give visual cues to 
the virtual rendition of urban networked intelligent data and the possibility of 
cognitive machines in a symbiotic relationship with human consciousness and 
physical space. In Neuromancer especially, Gibson articulates the convergent art 
direction of not only Tron and Blade Runner but the liquid electric logic of 
contemporary advertising, video game design and binge fiction. 
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After Tron and Neuromancer, a more literal lineage of the liquid electric form can be 
found in a whole host of post-millennium cinematic fables. This distinct aesthetic 
intent is in step with the contrasting hues of contemporary political and social change 
as humanity wrestles with the convergence of the global and the local infused as it is 
with the threat of automation and environmental collapse. It follows then that 
production designers and auteurs of speculative science fiction cinema from the early 
millennial period would rely heavily on the liquid electric motif to express ideas of not 
only sustainability – particularly of water as an expression of purity and an essential 
component for life – but also conversely as a symbol of imminent catastrophic 
disaster. 
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Nowhere is this more explicit than in the pre-9/11 robot parable A.I. Artificial 
Intelligence (Spielberg, 2001) that deals with notions of rampant overpopulation, 
climate change, loneliness and social engineering.  
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David, the central protagonist, is a robot engineered for a childless couple who is 
forced to confront the dystopia of his true reality – of being a robot (a Mecha) in a 
human (an Orga) built world. 
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This is a catastrophic notion for David and he begins a quest to become “real again”. 
To achieve this he must find the “Blue Fairy” by travelling a great distance to the city 
they call Man-hattan. 
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For the mecha and the orga, the now submerged metropolis represents the limits of 
the known world. Here the crumbling skyscrapers, the stubborn monoliths of the 
Twin Towers and iconic torch of the Statue of Liberty – an apocalyptic sci-fi trope if 
there ever was one – endure out there at the edge of a vast acidified ocean. 
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The liquid electric then becomes the perfect foil – the digital sublime within the 
rampant chaos of progress – a recurring theme in the techno-futurist narrative.  Think 
of the calm almost serene pool of blue water that the “pre-cogs” are submerged in to 
visualise horrific future crimes in Minority Report (Spielberg, 2002)
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or the cognitive coupling of memory and dexterity via “the drift” in Pacific Rim. (Del 
Toro, 2013) Then of course there is the purest extension of the Tron wire mesh 
aesthetic via that most magnificent of cosmic renderings -
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Or Terry Gilliam’s third entry in his Orwellian tryptic in which the search for the 
meaning of life and the evaluation of his inner mind are conducted through an 
electric blue prism. That which is within Is also without.
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- the star map on board the Engineer’s space ship in Prometheus. (Scott, 2012) The 
map shows the way back to planet Earth and hence a virtualisation of that classic 
science fiction trope – the return to nature. Ridley Scott follows this narrative trick 
with that most meta of transmedia events, the story world advertorial, for 
Prometheus’ sequel, Alien: Covenant (Scott, 2017). 
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Released as part of a viral ad campaign, the short clip depicts the liquid electric 

rebirth of the android David in a fictitious advert for the film’s omnipresent Weyland

corporation. Scott and the marketeers at 20th Century Fox bring full circle the parable 

of machine cognition, the main frame rendering of Tron and the identity paradox of 

A.I. via a sustained engagement with – and the confident manipulation of – the liquid 

electric motif. 
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In each of these cinematic moments there is a distinct choice of colour scheme – a 
light iridescent cyan blue. There is a calmness and a purity on show but there is also a 
hint of menace. This visual design is complimented by the often-fraught melding of 
the metallic and the organic and a strong overwhelming presence of liquid as a 
conductive unifying principle. Symbolically, these films should be seen as allegorical 
signposts that use complex visual simulations to remind us of our very own origin 
parable, one that speaks to our latent awareness of water as both a life sustaining 
force and sacred object.  Whether it be the electric blue water in Tron or the star map 
in Prometheus or the high-tech gadgetry inside a our devices, these visual signifiers 
are indicative of a complex evolving relationship between technology, nature and 
capital. They depict a converging evolutionary pathway towards a man-machine 
symbiosis – with everything that may entail – in which the liquid electric contains the 
evolutionary code of all things.
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Alfonso Cuarón’s Gravity (Cuarón, 2013) is not just about space but about 
reconnecting with life on Earth and one of the most profound articulations of the 
notion of falling back to Earth in recent media history. It is both the origin parable and 
futurist manifesto intertwined – a film of much darkness and light - exquisitely 
composed moments of terror and euphoria. At its core however, Gravity signals the 
re-orientation of the earth back to its rightful place - as ecological object, as the 
cradle of life. 
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For the central character – the lone survivor, Dr Stone – it constitutes her rebirth and 
by association the continuation of the human project. This is achieved not by 
technological salvation but by the gravitational pull of the Earth itself. Her quest to 
return home begins with her mastery and eventual escape from the grip of 
technology. She takes refuge in the International Space Station, in what is a 
momentary pause from the calamity that surrounds her. In this much-vaunted feat of 
technological ingenuity and of political cooperation Dr Stone assumes the foetal 
position in the crucible of the air lock
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ever so gently spinning in zero gravity as oxygen cables and exposed wiring float 
harmlessly around her mimicking an umbilical chord – the liquid electric substitute 
for the fluid of the womb. In Gravity the Earth is never far from view …
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Its powerful call permeates everything. In these ninety minutes of computer 
simulation the image of the Earth is returned to its 1960s counterculture grandeur, its 
meaning and significance momentarily restored. This is detailed explicitly in the final 
sequence when the Chinese Soyuz space capsule hurtles back towards the Earth. 
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Like a rogue asteroid, having blazed through the atmosphere, the vehicle parachutes 
miraculously into what appears to be a large lake or inland sea. 
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When she escapes the clutches of the watery depths and breaks the surface it is with 
a life affirming gasp. For the first time since the opening minutes of the film when her 
colleague Captain Kowalski stared in wonder at the gleaming Earth below that we 
again experience a sense of tranquillity. Dr Stone floats on her back, staring at the sky 
while in the distance the green undulating hills of a virgin landscape reveal that we 
are indeed returned home. 
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As she makes for the shoreline the camera tilts up to the brilliant blue sky above, we 
see the remaining fragments of the Chinese space station streaking across the sky in 
a cluster of fire balls – a prehistoric image, a Triassic event to be sure. She crawls 
through the sand and the reeds, pulling herself onto the muddy beach gripping fists 
full of red dirt. 
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In this final sequence that lasts some four minutes from fiery impact to the final cut 
to black the return to Earth becomes the return to Earth. Our view of the action is 
from a camera position that remains at ground level making certain that there can be 
no doubt of the parable being played out here. 
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